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T
here is a current need for high tem-
perature emission gas sensors for
combustion environments such as

turbine engines and coal-fired power plants.
Reliable and sensitive harsh environment
chemical sensors are needed in order to
meet the requirements of increasing gas
emission regulations within combustion re-
lated applications. Any solution to satisfy the
current demand of harsh environment sen-
sors would need to be cost-effective and
be able to withstand high temperatures
(500�800 �C) aswell as oxidizingor reducing
environments. Development of a variety of
metal oxide nanocomposite-based chemical
sensing materials and sensing paradigms
have shown promise in satisfying these re-
quirements.1 However, implementation of
miniaturized gas sensing technologies in
these extreme combustion environments is
limited by cost,2 reliability,3 and integration
barriers.4 Thermal energy harvesting techni-
ques coupled with plasmonics-based chemi-
cal sensing methods and PCA analysis, as
demonstrated for the first time in this study,
serve as promising and novel sensing para-
digms that will satisfy these challenging
requirements as well as having broader ap-
plications in sensing and catalysis research
initiatives.
Plasmonics-based chemical sensing has

been shown to be an effective method of

obtaining concentration dependent gas
measurements both at room temperature
and at elevated temperatures. Previous
work on plasmonic sensors has shown sen-
sitive (ppm level), high temperature (500 �C
or greater) sensing responses for analyte
gases such as H2, CO, and NO2 in the pre-
sence of an air based carrier gas.5�10 The
operating principle of these plasmonic sen-
sors is based on the localized surface plas-
mon resonance (LSPR) property possessed
by materials with a high density of free
electrons that oscillate in resonance within
an electromagnetic field. This oscillation
results in absorption or scattering of the
incident radiation that can be probed by
absorption, reflection or extinction mea-
surements. In addition to an electron den-
sity dependence, the LSPR oscillation fre-
quency is also highly dependent on changes
to the dielectric environment as dictated by
the Drude equation for nanorods given in
eq 1:11

ω ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

N0e2

(εb þ Yiεm)meε0

s
(1)

.Equation 1 is the Drude equation modified
for nanorod geometry to determine reso-
nant peak frequency (ω): N0 is the free
electron density, e is the elementary charge,
εb is the interband contribution term, εm is
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ABSTRACT Detection of gases such as H2, CO, and NO2 at 500 �C or greater requires materials
with thermal stability and reliability. One of the major barriers toward integration of plasmonic-

based chemical sensors is the requirement of multiple components such as light sources and

spectrometers. In this work, plasmonic sensing results are presented where thermal energy is

harvested using lithographically patterned Au nanorods, replacing the need for an external incident

light source. Gas sensing results using the harvested thermal energy are in good agreement with

sensing experiments, which used an external incident light source. Principal Component Analysis

(PCA) was used to reduce the wavelength parameter space from 665 variables down to 4 variables

with similar levels of demonstrated selectivity. The combination of a plasmonic-based energy

harvesting sensing paradigm with PCA analysis offers a novel path toward simplification and integration of plasmonic-based sensing methods.
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the matrix dielectric constant, Yi is the shape factor for
the ith axis, me is the electron mass, and ε0 is the
permittivity of free space.
Nanorods are the focus of this work since they show

higher sensitivity than nanoparticles of other geome-
tries such as bipyramids and spheres.12 Studies on the
sensitivity dependence of nanorods for a unit change
in the refractive index of the surrounding medium
have further shown that the sensitivity is proportional
to the aspect ratio, according to the equation:13

σabs(ω) ¼ V

3c
εm

3=2 ∑
3

i¼ 1
(Yiþ1)2

ωε2
(ε1þYiεm)

2 þ ε22
(2)

Equation 2 is the absorption cross section (σabs) equa-
tion for nanorod geometry: V is the particle volume,
c is the speed of light in a vacuum, εm is the matrix
dielectric constant, Yi is the shape factor for the ith axis
which is directly proportional to the aspect ratio, ω is
the resonant peak frequency, and ε1 and ε2 are the real
and imaginary parts of the dielectric function of the
metal, respectively.
It can be seen from eq 2 that increasing the nanorod

aspect ratio increases sensitivity. Specifically, the con-
dition for resonance in eq 2 is fulfilled when ε1 =�Yiεm.
By plotting the product of Yi and εm on a graph of ε1 vs
wavelength, one can conclude that a nanorod with a
higher aspect ratio will exhibit a larger peak shift and
more sensitivity for a unit change in the dielectric
constant of the matrix compared to a nanorod with a
lower aspect ratio. In addition, nanorods show large
absorption cross sections at their LSPR resonance
wavelengths. Jain et al. have shown that gold nanorods
exhibit a size-normalized absorption coefficient that is
over an order of magnitude larger than other geome-
tries such as nanospheres and nanoshells.14 By fabri-
cating nanorods with electron beam lithography, the
degree of tunability of the rods is enhanced, which
allows creation of optimal nanorod samples for use in
environments with different temperatures and thus
different distributions of thermally radiated photons.
Furthermore, analyte gases can react and alter either
the free electron density or the dielectric environment
surrounding the plasmonically active nanoparticle
such that its LSPR frequency shifts upon gas exposures.
For this reason, the LSPR peak frequency (wavelength)
and the corresponding absorption spectrum are com-
mon observables used in plasmonics-based gas sen-
sing experiments.
Au nanoparticles have shown great promise in

plasmonics-based sensing due to their high resistance
to oxidation and their shape dependent catalytic and
plasmonic properties.15�19 In particular, Au particles
with nanorod geometries have been demonstrated in
the literature to show highly tunable SPR properties
based on their aspect ratio (ratio of rod length to
width).13,20 Rods that have higher aspect ratios have

a red-shifted longitudinal LSPR peak. This allows the
nanorods to be tuned to different absorption wave-
lengths, convenient for a diverse set of applications.
Furthermore, Au nanorods have been shown to be
stable at high temperatures when encapsulated within
a yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) overcoat layer. Speci-
fically, Joy et al. have shown that Au nanorods with a
yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) overcoat layer give re-
peatable high temperature, 500 �C, sensing results for
H2, CO, and NO2 in an air carrier gas.21

While it is clear that an array of embedded sensors is
ideal for obtaining accurate sensing information, draw-
backs of existing optical sensor technology include size
and cost limitations which hinder the placement of
multiple sensors in optimal feedback locations.22 This
limitation is a result of optical sensing approaches
typically requiring both a spectrometer to probe and
track optical properties and an external incident light
source. Integrating multiple spectrometers into a sen-
sing application is not practical due to both size and
cost limitations and further miniaturization of this
hardware component is challenging. However, with
the use of a data analysis method such as principal
component analysis (PCA), the number of monitored
wavelengths required to identify analyte gases can be
reduced, while retaining a significant amount of im-
portant information about the data.23,24 By selecting
the optimal wavelengths to monitor, one can foresee
reducing the required detector from a full-size spectro-
meter down to several diode detectors combined with
narrowly tuned bandpass filters so that only those
selected wavelengths are monitored as a function of
time and exposure.
All previous sensing studies,whichemployaplasmonic-

based sensing approach use an external incident
light source to probe the plasmonic properties
of the sensing structure. However, when plasmonic-
based emission gas sensors are used in combustion
environments, there is an ample amount of thermal
radiation due to operating temperatures that can
range between 500 and 800 �C, and thus, it is possible
to harvest this thermal radiation for optical measure-
ments. Such a thermal energy harvesting method
would eliminate the need for an external incident
light source, simplify the system design, and favor
integration of the sensing system into industrial scale
applications. Combining this approach with a PCA-
enabled wavelength reduction process offers a meth-
od toward easing the integration concerns noted
above.
Thermal radiation is a property of any blackbody

above absolute zero and is a consequence of molec-
ular vibrations with the resulting intensity and energy
distribution of emitted thermal radiation being de-
pendent on the temperature of the body. As the
temperature of a blackbody is increased, the magni-
tude of its spectral radiance is increased according to
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Planck's law:

U(λ) ¼ 8πhv3

c3 exp
hc

λkT

� �
� 1

 ! (3)

Equation 3 is Planck's law to determine the spectral
radiance as a function of wavelength, U(λ), in units of
energy per volume per unit wavelength, where h is
the Planck constant, λ is the wavelength of thermally
radiated light, c is the speed of light in a vacuum, k is
the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature of
the heated body.
The distribution of spectral radiance at temperatures

in the range of 500�800 �C has a maximal radiance
wavelength in the infrared region. However, there is a
higher energy “tail” to these distributions that show
there is a fraction of the total spectral radiance occur-
ring in the visible and near-infrared light region. This
radiation therefore has potential to be exploited for
plasmonic gas sensing by an appropriately designed
sample that can harvest or absorb this energy.
Work by Greffet et al. shows that coherent thermal

emission can be achieved on the microscale and an
infrared source can be made coherent over distances
as large as 0.6 mm.25 Han and Norris show that a
tungsten bulls-eye comprised of smooth concentric
circular rings can be engineered such that when
heated it emits a single beam of light that shows a
narrow degree of angular divergence (∼0.021� at its
fwhm).26 The bulls-eye approach can theoretically
be tuned to harvest energy in the visible and near-
infrared by changing the patterned metal from tung-
sten to either Au or Ag and also modifying the con-
centric ring dimensions. While utilizing a patterned,
plasmonically active material in a bulls-eye pattern is
onemethod to harvest thermal radiation, this method
presents another significant challenge in that the
material must be made thermally stable under the
harsh environment conditions that are the target of
this work.

A further obstacle is that thermal radiation is iso-
tropic and nondirectional as in an incandescent
lightbulb.25 This obstacle can be overcome if the
thermal radiation source mimics a weak white light
source via an apparatus designed to direct the thermal
radiation such that an absorbancemeasurement could
be obtained. If this radiation is directed through a
plasmonically active chemical sensor, with appropriate
referencing to Planck's spectral radiance equation, it is
expected that chemical sensing observations can be
obtained that are similar to when an external incident
light experiment is performed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As a demonstration of the general and simpler
methodology described above, this study has replaced
the external incident white light source with amirror at
the entrance of a tube furnace as shown in the sche-
matic of Figure 1 (left). With proper mirror alignment, a
fraction of the emitted light from the furnace is re-
flected back through the sample, housed within a
quartz flow cell, thus more closely mimicking a low
intensity quasi-directional coherent white light source.
At above 600 �C, the thermal radiation emitted by the
furnace is strong enough in the visible region of the
spectrum that the thermal radiation is harvested by
the plasmonically active sensing material, thereby
enabling an absorbance measurement experiment to
be performed. The thermally harvested LSPR absorp-
tion spectrum is then monitored as a function of time
and changes in analyte gas concentration (referred to
in this article as thermal imaging experiments). Char-
acteristic changes in the LSPR spectrum are then cali-
brated for selective detection of the analyte gas.
To have Au nanoparticles which have a strong ab-

sorption cross section in the high energy “tail” region of
the blackbody radiation from the furnace, patterned
Au nanorods were used because of their advantages
in being easily tuned through modification of its
aspect ratio.

Figure 1. (Left) Schematic of the thermal imaging bench setup. (Right) Diagram showing the placement of the sample in the
macor holder inside the furnace. Interfacial surface reactions between CO and oxygen species are also shown.
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The spectral overlap of the LSPR absorption spec-
trumwith both the thermal energy emitted by the tube
furnace operating at 600 �C (both scaled and offset for
clarity) as well as the calculated spectral irradiance
from Planck's distribution are displayed in Figure 2
and are an indication of the feasibility of this proposed
methodology. Both thermal imaging and white light
imaging spectra were then acquired individually as a
function of time and H2, CO, and NO2 gas exposure
concentrations at an operating temperature of 510 �C
in an air carrier gas. A comparison of the thermal imag-
ing and the white light LSPR peak position vs time data
as a function of analyte gas concentration is shown in
Figures 3�5.
The data shown in Figures 3�5 exhibit the expected

trends: a blue shift in plasmon peak position for
reducing gases and a red shift in peak position for
oxidizing gases. The mechanism behind this has been
elucidated in the literature and is based on the Drude
equation given above which shows a direct depen-
dence of the peak frequency on the free electron
density and an indirect dependence on the matrix

dielectric constant.7,8 The proposed reaction mecha-
nisms for both H2 and CO are interfacial charge transfer
reactions, which include adsorption followed by reac-
tion forming H2O and CO2 through removing oxygen
anions from the lattice followed by electron transfer
to the gold nanoparticles. Electron transfer to the Au
particles decreases the polarizability and the dielectric
function of the metal oxide matrix and induces a blue
shift in the LSPRwavelength. Thismechanismhas been
proposed from previous titration experiments using a
white light type experiment.7 The reaction mechanism
proposed for NO2 is dissociative adsorption forming
NO and O, and then O radical ionization via electron
transfer. The electron transfer removes electrons from
the Au nanorods to form oxygen anions and, in doing
so, increases the polarizability and the dielectric func-
tion of the matrix, thus inducing a red shift in the LSPR
wavelength.8 This type of mechanism for NO2 is not
unexpected as it has been previously shown to cataly-
tically react on heated gold�metal oxide surfaces.27

Since the number of incident photons is higher for the
white light imaging as compared to thermal imaging, a
higher number of generated hot carriers are expected
in the white light measurements due to the increased
intensity of the generated plasmonic fields. As studies
have shown, hot electrons, as they extend further away
from the nanoparticle, can facilitate reactions such as
H2 dissociation on Au.28 Thus, we expect to see an
increased magnitude of reaction when using a white
light source and hence an increased peak shift magni-
tude. Generally, each type of experiment in this study
had response and recovery times of 300 s or greater
and will need to be improved with further studies prior
to industrially relevant applications. The results shown
in Figures 3�5 are also repeatable, as shown by the
20þ h of experimental testing through the noted gas
cycles.
Figure 6 shows calibration plots for the Au nanorods,

which plot the change in the centroid peak position
determined from the polynomial fit to the LSPR spectra
as a function of H2, CO, or NO2 concentration for both
the thermal imaging and white light experiments. The
plots show a sensitive response at low concentrations.

Figure 2. Comparison of the experimentally collected ther-
mal intensity spectrum emitted from the thermal imaging
bench (solid red line), the nanorod absorbance spectrum
(dashed red line), and the expected theoretical spectrum
calculated fromPlanck's law eq 1 at 700 �C (black line). Note:
the furnace emission curve will peak at wavelengths well
beyond the 1100 nm detection limit of the CCD spectro-
graph that was used in this experiment.

Figure 3. Sensing results for air�H2 mixture. H2 concentrations: 200, 500, 1000, 2000, 10 000 ppm. Thermal imaging data
(left), white light data (right), gas on and off times for both experiments are 40 min.
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At lower concentrations of an analyte gas, the slope for
the white light imaging experiment is steeper for all
gases considered. The reason for this could be due to a
plasmonically activated hot electron transfer reaction
mechanism via the increased electron�hole pairs
generated,29,30 which is not as prevalent in the thermal
imaging results due to the reduction in incident pho-
tons. At larger analyte gas concentrations, the white
light and thermal imaging plots have nearly identical
slopes. The dissociation of NO2 and the availability of
sites for the resulting oxygen anions depend on the
availability of oxygen vacancies in the YSZ layer. As the
sample is purged with air before the start of NO2

exposures, it is likely that the oxygen vacancies are at
least partially saturated, and this would be the reason
for a reduced rate of NO2 dissociation and hence the
reduced magnitude of peak shift for NO2 as compared
to H2 and CO. Furthermore, as there is no appreciable

difference between the white light and thermal ima-
ging data for the NO2 experiments, we can speculate at
this point that plasmonic enhancement (as discussed
above) is not a dominant factor for this reaction. Fur-
thermore, at this point there is not enough information
to speculate on the differences observed between the
H2 and CO peak shift magnitudes, but future interfacial
mechanism studies may allow for a determination of
the detailed mechanism.
The collected thermal imaging data has larger error

bars due to two reasons: (a) the number of measure-
ments collected per time period and (b) the lower
signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio in these measurements.
Fewer measurements are collected in the thermal
imaging because of the large exposure times required
to obtain a single measurement and the high aver-
aging that is used to improve the S/N ratio. Comparing
the thermal imaging calibration curves, the error bars

Figure 4. Sensing results for air�COmixture. CO concentrations: 2, 5, 10, 50, 100 ppm. Thermal imagingdata (left), white light
data (right), gas on and off times for both experiments are 40 min.

Figure 6. Calibration plots from thermal imaging and white light imaging data for NO2 (left), H2 (middle), and CO (right)
analyte gases in an air background.

Figure 5. Sensing results for air�NO2mixture. NO2 concentrations: 5, 10, 20, 98 ppm. Thermal imaging data (left), white light
data (right), gas on and off times for both experiments are 40 min.
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for H2 are smaller than those for both NO2 and CO. This
is a result of the different collection times used as
discussed in the Methods section. These collection
parameters resulted in a higher number of available
points per cycle for H2 than for both CO andNO2, which
gives a lower error when all the available points are
averaged. The percent error for the white light H2 test,
while comparable to that from the white light tests for
both CO and NO2, appears large when compared to a
particularly good thermal test that also averages a
higher number of values as discussed above. Improve-
ment of the S/N ratio in the thermal imaging measure-
ments can be handled by exchanging the reflection
mirror with a focusingmirror, whichwould increase the
number of photons that pass through the sample
and are collected by the spectrometer. Furthermore,
when nanorods are patterned with dimensions such
that they harvest thermal energy further in the near-
infrared region (1000�2000 nm), their absorption cross
section maxima will overlap with a higher number of
emitted photons as illustrated by the Planck distribu-
tion equation, which should also lead to an improved
data set.
While the current work has demonstrated for the

first time that a plasmonics-based chemical sensing
experiment does not necessarily require an external
incident light source, another feature that can be
optimized in the sensor design is miniaturizing and
simplifying the detector component. Given cost and
space considerations, a spectrometer is not practical
for integration into emission gas mapping systems for
combustion environment applications. Realistically, in
order to integrate an optical sensor, a selective wave-
length detection approach needs to be taken. One
such avenue would be using narrow band-pass filters
combined with diode detectors such that each would
monitor a single wavelength. The wavelengths to be
monitored would be those that have the greatest
impact on the total variation in the data. A method of
data analysis that has shown great promise in pro-
viding the necessary information for analyte gas

discrimination using the above principle is principal
component analysis (PCA).23,24,31,32

PCA performs dimensional reduction by generating
PC vectors that are linear combinations of the original
input variables. The PC vectors lie in directions of
maximum variance in the data and are orthogonal to
each other. Projection of a combination of principal
components onto a subspace is known as a scores plot.
The scores plot of the first several principal compo-
nents usually describes most of the variance present in
the data. PCA has been completed for both the white
light and the thermal imaging data using the differ-
ence spectra obtained from subtracting the LSPR gas-
on spectrum from the LSPR gas off spectrum (both
spectra were first fitted using the same polynomial
routine noted above to reduce randomvariances in the
data set and then smoothed using the Savitzky-Golay
algorithm) followed by autoscaling preprocessing for
each of the concentrations used in the H2, CO, and NO2

experiments. Subtraction of the gas spectra was done
after completion of the experiment as a separate step
in the data analysis. The difference spectrawere limited
to the wavelength region between 600 and 1000 nm
in order to cut out the regimes where noise was
dominant, which would negatively influence the PCA
analysis. The resulting PC scores plot is displayed in
Figure 7 for both the white light and thermal imaging
experiments.
The white light data shown in Figure 7 shows a

unique gas response for the three analyte gases. This
unique response means that a single Au nanorod�YSZ
nanocomposite reacts differently to these gases and
could be used to distinguish between H2, NO2, and CO
in a system with an unknown combination of these
gases. The thermal imagingdata has issues distinguish-
ing between the two reducing gases but with an
improved S/N ratio, a more absolute picture will be
possible. A determination of the down selected wave-
lengths to use for a reduced data set PCA analysis was
completed through inspection of the overlaid LSPR
spectra for gas on and off conditions and the resulting

Figure 7. White light full spectrum PCA (left) and thermal imaging full spectrum PCA (right).
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difference spectra used to produce the PC scores plots
in Figure 7. Examples of the overlaid LSPR and their
corresponding difference spectra are displayed in
Figure 8, panels A and B, respectively, for the highest
concentrations used in the white light experiment.
Arrows in this figure show wavelengths at 730, 745,
and 860 nm that displayed significant differences, with
785 nm being the wavelength closest to the LSPR peak
position during the air gas cycle. In doing the wave-
length reduction, the PCA input wavelength variable
set is reduced from665 to 4. Rerunning the PCA analysis
with this reducedwavelength data set generates the PC
scores plot for both thewhite light and thermal imaging
experiments, which is shown in Figure 9.
Inspection of Figures 8A and 9 shows that with

this approach an even greater separation has been

achieved for the white light imaging experiment be-
tween the reducing gas clusters than with the full
spectrum analysis. A conclusion from this analysis is
that a full absorption spectrum obtained using an
imaging CCD spectrometer is not necessary. In fact,
the experiment could be as simple as monitoring the
intensity changes at 730, 745, 785, and 860 nm as a
function of time and emission gas exposure, which
could be done with narrow bandpass filters and diode
detectors that are referenced to Io values. Therefore, it
is clear that a reduced data set can be used to
demonstrate the promise for the selective detection
of the target gases. A caveat that is important to note is
that achieving both selectivity and sensitivity for mix-
tures of the analyte gases under these operating
conditions requires significant further effort, and likely

Figure 8. (A) Overlay of the gas on/gas on spectra (top row) and (B) corresponding difference spectra (bottom row) for the
highest concentrations of each of the three analyte gases for CO (left), H2 (middle), and NO2 (right). Arrows on the CO
difference spectrum point to the location of the four selected wavelengths.

Figure 9. White light PCA done with wavelength reduction (left). Thermal imaging PCA done with wavelength reduction
(right). Four wavelengths (730, 745, 785, and 860 nm) were chosen for the plot.
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will require analysis of both calibration plots as well as
PCA analysis, both of which are currently underway in
this laboratory. While the wavelength reduction and
PCA analysis approach has not been effectively ex-
tended to the thermal imaging data, due to the lower
S/N ratio in thesemeasurements, it is expected with an
improved S/N ratio that this same approach can be
easily and reliably extended to the thermal imaging
measurements. In the following section, the barriers
that still need to be overcome to allow reduced wave-
length analysis for the thermal measurements will be
discussed.
At temperatures of 500 �C and above, a large

amount of the total thermal irradiance emanates from
the near andmid infrared regions. In this article, energy
harvesting has been demonstrated in the short wave-
length near-infrared regionwhere there is aminority of
thermal photon counts. A major advantage with using
Au in a nanorod geometry is the proven dependence
of the longitudinal peak position on the aspect ratio.
When the length of the patterned nanorods, and there-
fore the aspect ratio, is increased, the longitudinal peak
can be shifted further into the near-infrared region if
not into themid-infrared region, which would allow an
improved S/N ratio. This characteristic is displayed in
Figure 10, which plots the Au longitudinal plasmon
peak position as a function of the nanorod aspect ratio.
An improved S/N ratio along with the assistance of
improved accuracy due to curve fitting will result in an
improved calibration curve. The first 5 data points in
blue are from nanorod samples previously deposited
using the same methods used in the current work. All
nanorods had the same width, and ranged in length
from 70 to 100 nm, giving aspect ratios between
1.6 and 2.25. Aspect ratios ranging from 3.75 to 15.2
are realized by increasing the rod length to 165
and 667 nm, respectively, and performing a linear
extrapolation of the experimental data points. On
Figure 10, the red points pertain to the extrapolation

of experimentally obtained longitudinal plasmon
peaks between 1500 (6667 cm�1) and 4500 nm
(2222 cm�1), the latter of which is in an easily acces-
sible region for FTIR spectrometers. Also, as noted
before, it is predicted from theory that rods with a
higher aspect ratio will exhibit a higher peak shift for a
given change in the dielectric constant of the sur-
rounding medium and, hence, a higher sensitivity for
a given concentration of an analyte gas.13 Therefore,
one would expect significantly improved results with
full spectrum and reduced wavelength PCA. Extending
the aspect ratio so that absorbance can occur in theNIR
and mid-IR regions would benefit experiments at the
current operating temperature of 500 �C as well as
lower operating temperatures as the nanorods would
be absorbing blackbody radiation closer to the peak in
Planck's distribution. However, there are a couple of
issues to consider: (1) if low temperatures are to be the
target application (100 �C), then thermal stability of the
nanorods is less of an issue as stabilization could be
done at temperatures as low as 200 or 300 �C;21 and (2)
a change in metal oxide may be needed. YSZ is an
excellent oxygen ion conductor at temperatures above
350 �C. However, at the lower temperatures YSZ may
not bewell suited for these targeted applications and a
change in metal oxide matrix material to TiO2 or CeO2

or other metal oxide may be needed.
The periodicity that is present in the nanorods has a

large effect on the resulting optical properties and can
easily be tuned andmodifiedwith e-beam lithography.
Lin et al. have generated an optimal aperiodic array of
nanorods that exhibit less reflection loss than both
random aperiodic and periodic arrays for use in photo-
voltaics.33 Fabricating aperiodic nanorods could also
be beneficial for fiber optic applications since the
signal needs to be preserved after contacting the
plasmonic sensing element in the cable. Future work
will address this avenue of research to further optimize
the sensing properties of these structures.
Additional optical properties of the Au nanorods

that can be explored include plasmonically induced
processes like hot electron generation and transfer.
Conklin et al. have shown that hot electron generation
and transfer can be greatly enhanced fromplasmons in
a Au nanoparticle.29 Plasmonically induced hot elec-
tron transfer has been shown by Mukherjee et al. to
catalyze the dissociation of H2.

30 The particle size and
hot electron lifetime control the rate of hot electron
production and also their energy distribution. Specifi-
cally, larger particles produce more hot carriers but
with lower energies. As the energy of the hot electrons
has been discovered to peak very close to the plas-
monic frequency, one can exploit the intense plasmo-
nic excitation for longer nanorods that is expected
with this thermal harvesting approach, so that there is
an increased rate of hot carrier formation through
electron�hole pair generation and possibly increased

Figure 10. Longitudinal plasmon peakwavelength vs nano-
rod aspect ratio for previously deposited samples as well as
predicted plasmon peak positions obtained through linear
extrapolation of the experimental data points.
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activity compared to smaller nanorods whose plasmo-
nic excitations peak at lower wavelengths. These pho-
tocatalytic processes have been previously demon-
strated using an external incident light source. However,
it is expected that with proper design of the plasmoni-
cally active nanocomposite, the incident light source
can be removed and the hot electron generation and
transfer processes will still be active in the thermal
energy harvesting mechanism. Removal of the need
for an external incident light source would again make
the integration of photocatalytic processes into indus-
trial standard processes more viable due to the mini-
mization of external hardware requirements.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have shown for the first time that
thermal radiation can be effectively harvested in the
visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum by
plasmonically active Au nanorods, and this method
facilitates the collection of absorption spectra without

the need for an external incident light source. Gas
sensing results using this method of thermal energy
harvestinghavebeenperformedandcompared towhite
light gas sensing experiments which employ an external
light source, and both show strong concentration de-
pendence for the different analyte gases. At lower con-
centrations, the white light results show higher sen-
sitivity, which is indicative of a plasmonically activated
process. Wavelength reduction has been performed
using PCA methods, which significantly reduces the
number of wavelengths that are required for acquiring
effective sensing data. A combination of both thermal
harvesting and wavelength reduction has resulted in a
new sensing paradigm, which will lead to a highly
simplified sensor design that is low cost, reliable, and
easier to integrate into emission gas application envi-
ronments. Extensionof thesemethods into thenear- and
mid-infrared regions is expected to improve perfor-
mance as well as having significant impacts on research
initiatives with energy and catalytic applications.

METHODS
Nanorod Sample Preparation. The Au nanorods were fabricated

with a multistep process involving physical vapor deposition
(PVD) and electron beam lithography.21 Specifically, a 99.9%
pure YSZ target was used to deposit a 65 nm thick layer by PVD
onto a quartz substrate followed by an annealing procedure.
PMMA photoresist was spin-coated on top of the annealed base
layer. A chromium layer was then used to serve as a charge-
dissipating layer during the patterning step. Next, the sample
was patterned with electron beam lithography, followed by Ti
and Au depositions using electron beam evaporation. The
PMMA resist was then lifted off using acetone. A final 25 nm
thick YSZ layer was deposited on top of the Au nanorods to
serve as a thermal stabilization layer for the Au nanorods at high
temperatures.

Gas Exposure Experiment Details. Gas exposure experiments
that used either harvested thermal radiation (referred to as
thermal imaging experiments) or an external incident white
light source (referred to as white light imaging experiments)
were completed. The thermal imaging and white light imaging
exposure experiments both used the same Au nanorod�YSZ
nanocomposite sample in order to demonstrate H2, CO, and
NO2 analyte detection in an air background carrier gas. Blank
measurements with YSZ alone were not completed as YSZ has a
bandgap of nearly 5 eV (250 nm, ∼300 nm if in the oxidized
state) and thus does not absorb light at the wavelengths of
interest used for this study.34 Optical measurements were
obtained with flatfield and background corrections which
account for electronic noise and the differences in sensitivity
of the CCD array detector. A blank substrate was referenced in
real time throughout the experiment to correct for thermal
power fluctuations and or white light fluctuations, thereby
minimizing baseline drift. A full absorbance spectrum was
collected for each spectral acquisition. These absorbance spec-
tra were then fitted using a polynomial fitting approach devel-
oped by Dahlin et al.,35 from which the peak position was
extracted.

The thermal imaging results were obtained with a furnace
temperature of 600 �C, with the measured temperature of the
sample being 510 �C. Sensing measurements were conducted
using the setup schematically shown in Figure 1 (left). A fraction
of the thermally emitted photons reflect off of the mirror and
are directed back through the nanorod sample. The photons are
then dispersed and detected using a CCD imaging spectrograph

to generate an absorbance spectrum, which were obtained
through averaging 10 spectra (each with 22 s acquisition time)
every 4 min for H2 and through averaging 10 spectra (each with
22 s acquisition time) every 7 min for CO and NO2.

White light imaging results were obtained using the same
setup aswith the thermal imaging results, except that themirror
was removed and a quartz tungsten halogen light source was
used. Spectra were collected via averaging 10 spectra (each
with 0.5 s acquisition time) every 30 s for the duration of the
experiment for H2, CO, and NO2.
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